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Modern Gospel "Donny gives a unique blend of Southern Gospel, CCM, Inspiration, funk and R&B and he

delivers them flawlessly." --SoGospelNews 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, COUNTRY:

Modern Country Details: For several years he has been making a name for himself in Gospel music

traveling and performing with some of the most well loved groups in Christian Music. Donny Henderson's

professional career started when he joined the award-winning quartet, Poet Voices , in 1999. Gospel

music fans quickly fell in love with his energized vocal performances and dynamic stage presentation. In

addition to numerous radio and television appearances Donny has been featured on the cover of The

Singing News Magazine and other leading Gospel Music publications. His tenure with Poet Voices

included performances for many of the nations leading pastors and promoters including Dr. Bradley Price

of King's Way Baptist Church in Charlotte, North Carolina, and Dr. John Hagee at Cornerstone Church in

San Antonio, Texas. In 2001 Donny went on to sing with The Greenes for nearly two years. He has

shared the stage with such renowned artists as The Martins, The Talley Trio, Rebecca St. James, The

Crabb Family, The Oak Ridge Boys, Randy Travis, Kirk Talley, Jeff and Sheri Easter, Bob Carlisle, Ron

Kenoly, Helen Baylor, Anointed, and a host of others. Donny was also blessed to be a part of the Gaither

Homecoming concerts and appears on several of the Homecoming videos. Sensing God's call to write

and perform his own music, Donny began to aggressively pursue ministry as a solo artist . He began

writing songs drawn from personal experiences. Songs about prayer, hope, love, loss and pain, were all

written from a heart that desired to seek God and to know Him in a real way. Donny spent nearly one year

writing and arranging the songs before finally recording his new solo album, Better Than Before . While

the album title may refer to Henderson's spiritual journey, it is also an apt evaluation of his artistic

maturation. Critics who have followed his career are already saying it is Donny's best musical offering to
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date. "The record doesn't necessarily have an overall theme, but if I had to sum up the feelings that I

wanted to express, I would have to say it describes my own personal journey of faith ," says Henderson

reflectively. "There are a lot of questions that I still want answers to and things that I don't understand, but

I believe that the Word of God is true and that is what I will continue to put my faith and trust in. This

record documents some of the questions that I have asked God along the way as well as some of the

answers that I have found during my search." As a solo artist, Donny is passionate about using his gifts to

minister to the local church. His music speaks to all ages and his presentation is fresh and innovative.

Though Donny writes all of his own music, his concerts include a variety of original material, current

worship music, and hymns of faith sung around the piano. Additionally Donny uses testimony, humorous

stories, and interactive multimedia to create a more memorable and effective concert ministry.
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